case study

business transformation

Challenges
A comprehensive operational overhaul was required when this
client continued to struggle with sharp margin declines and a
falling competitive position. It was evident that the company’s
siloed approach and outdated internal processes were hindering
the ability to capitalize on new demand in the marketplace.
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Challenges

Siloed approach

Sharp margin declines

Outdated processes

Diminishing competitive position

Inability to capture new demand

Solution
We first conducted extensive primary and secondary research to define
our client’s competitive landscape in terms of organizational structure,
competencies, resources, practices, and offerings against market performance.
Through the research, we also identified market segment dynamics and top
market demands along with potential growth accelerators and inhibitors.
We determined current and future operational business challenges, strategic
goals and expectations from the customer perspective, as well as gauged
acceptance and adoption of emerging business models and corresponding
product/service solutions.
Our team applied advanced linear and non-linear data analytics to conceptually map ideal positions and opportunity vectors. Simulation models were then
created and tested to align our client’s core competencies, assets/resources and
culture with ideal positions and opportunity vectors, enabling tactical translation with minimal disruption and maximum revenue potential. Final strategy
was developed around a new business model to leverage new market potential
through monetization from multiple points across the value chain.
Using a customer-centric emphasis, we updated brand positioning/messaging
for alignment with the new revenue opportunities. Product/service solution
offerings were adjusted based on the requirements of the revised market
segments and value chain, and re-launched with great success. We helped
our client through a series of fundamental transformation steps to restructure
business operations and facilitate a cultural shift for centralization of
information flow and real-time collaboration across all divisions.

Key Steps
Mapped ideal positions and
opportunity vectors for revenue
generation
Monetized new business model and
market potential around value chain
Repositioned brand identity with a
customer-centricity focus

Designed fundamental transformation
steps for a cultural shift and business
operations
Positioned and re-launched product/
service solutions

For more information, please email contactus@shenkan-associates.com or visit www.shenkan-associates.com.
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Customer Centricity Stages

“S&A’s expertise
played an integral
role in a companywide shift that
has enabled us
to realize higher
revenue levels and
improved operational
efficiencies.”

Results
Generated a 34% increase in revenue
Created sustainable revenue growth
Improved speed-to-market and time-to-revenue
Reduced both OPEX and CAPEX
Tripled customer satisfaction and affinity scores

For more information, please email contactus@shenkan-associates.com or visit www.shenkan-associates.com.
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Shenkan & Associates, a full-service marketing firm, helps
companies succeed with critical research measurements,
innovative strategy and targeted communications tactics
essential to securing a sustainable competitive advantage in
today’s rapidly evolving marketplace. We combine our extensive
service capabilities with expertise in diverse industries, markets,
channels and functional practices to provide the intelligence and
tools clients need to identify and enact on new opportunities.

For more information,
please email contactus@shenkan-associates.com
or visit www.shenkan-associates.com.
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